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ABSTRACT
During sensemaking, people annotate insights: underlining
sentences in a document or circling regions on a map. They
jot down their hypotheses: drawing correlation lines on scat-
terplots or creating personal legends to track patterns. We
present ActiveInk, a system enabling people to seamlessly
transition between exploring data and externalizing their
thoughts using pen and touch. ActiveInk enables the natural
use of pen for active reading behaviors, while supporting ana-
lytic actions by activating any of these ink strokes. Through
a qualitative study with eight participants, we contribute
observations of active reading behaviors during data explo-
ration and design principles to support sensemaking.

CCS CONCEPTS
•Human-centered computing→ Touch screens; Visu-
alization systems and tools; • Applied computing →
Annotation;
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1 INTRODUCTION
Pen and touch technology with high-resolution displays,
such as the Microsoft Surface Studio or Apple iPad Pro, are
becoming mainstream. These devices offer much potential
for knowledge workers, affording large workspaces to han-
dle multiple charts and documents, and natural interactions
to manipulate and annotate them. Visualization researchers
have started to explore this technology in systems tailored
for pen and touch interactions (e.g., SketchInsight [15], Viz-
Dom [7], DataInk [38]). But these previous efforts have fo-
cused much less on how to enable people to externalize their
thoughts as they engage in sensemaking activities.
Previous studies showed that a key affordance of analog

pen and paper is to externalize one’s thoughts and capture
fleeting ideas via annotating content and taking notes [18, 20,
24, 32]. Externalizing thoughts has many cognitive and social
benefits [13] such as lowering working memory load, sup-
porting idea reformulation, and providing common ground
to share insights with others. These affordances are particu-
larly important for sensemaking and data exploration tasks,
as people need to keep track of numerous insights found
while browsing through the data, which typically involves
many visualizations and documents [23].

We contribute ActiveInk, a system that enables people to
actively engage and think with data. It allows for a seam-
less transition between interacting with data and documents,
and externalizing thoughts using a digital pen (Figure 1).
We designed and evaluated two methods of working with
ActiveInk. First, prefix provides pen modes and bimanual in-
teraction to allow for switching between ink pens and action
pens. Second, postfix provides ink for all pen strokes, and
enables people to activate any ink stroke to perform analytic
actions. For example, an annotation made at one point dur-
ing the exploration process, such as underlining sentences in
a document or circling a region in a map, may be activated
at any time to filter, highlight, or color the underlying data.
All actions propagate to all visualizations and documents in
the workspace.

A study comparing these two approaches to a baseline of
ink + touch (no actions) revealed benefits and drawbacks to
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Figure 1: ActiveInk affords smooth transition between using a digital pen for high-precision selections of data and for exter-
nalizing thinking via notes and annotations. Ink strokes are leveraged to perform operations on underlying data.

each approach. We also observed that annotating data and
taking ink notes were a common part of the analysis process
across all conditions, but that ink actions, when available,
supplanted some forms of annotation in active reading.

Informed by the study results, we expandedActiveInkwith
a hybrid interface, providing pen modes as well as a magic
ink pen, which provides ink by default, but ink strokes can be
activated. We enhanced the analytic capabilities of ActiveInk
to provide new functions such as activating a sketched cor-
relation line to trigger a regression or hatching an interval
on an axis or legend to filter corresponding values. The re-
sulting version of ActiveInk recognizes handwritten content
as people take notes, allowing for words and shapes to be
searched, filtered, and retrieved to facilitate revisitation.
In summary, our work contributes the following: (1) A

novel set of pen-enabled actions for interacting with visual-
izations, documents, and images in a coordinated workspace;
(2) A comparison of inking, prefix actions and postfix actions
for exploratory analysis tasks; and (3) A hybrid design for
pen + touch analysis which provides features specifically
targeting the types of operation needed to support thinking
during exploratory data analysis. These contributions bring
people closer to their data, enabling them to interweave
reading and acting on data. ActiveInk provides for seam-
less annotation, note-taking, and invocation of analytical
operations, without even putting the pen down.

2 RELATEDWORK
This research sits at the intersection of information visualiza-
tion and human-computer interaction, building on previous
designs of pen and touch interfaces for visualization, general
digital pen approaches for annotation and note-taking, and
findings about the role of externalizing knowledge in solving
data analysis tasks.

Pen and Touch Visualization Systems
Visualization researchers have recognized the potential of
leveraging input modalities beyond mouse and keyboard in
the past decade [14]. Advances in display technology and, in
particular, the ability to offer simultaneous pen and touch on
high-resolution displays have made possible new approaches
to interact with visualizations.

There have been several approaches to design a coherent
set of touch gestures for interacting with visualizations on
tablets [8, 11, 25–27], but these do not fully take advantage
of the different inking capabilities. Visualization systems
such as SketchInsight [15], PanoramicData [40], and Viz-
Dom [7] offer novel experiences leveraging pen and touch
interactions for data analysis tasks. The research focus of
these systems is on the design of interactions to create and
interact with visualizations. Pen interactions often support
two modes: free-form note-taking and predefined gestures
to invoke commands. For example, sketching a particular
shape (e.g., a circle) creates a specific type of visualization



(e.g., a pie chart) in SketchInsight; drawing a line between
two visualizations activates coordination through brushing
and linking in PanoramicData. These interactions require
learning and remembering a potentially large set of gestures.
Although free-form inking supported by these systems en-
ables analysts to externalize their thoughts as they interact
with the data, none of these ink marks are leveraged for
further interaction.
A recent system, DataInk [38], enables people to sketch

arbitrary shapes on a canvas and bind their visual properties
(color, size, thickness) to data. While this research focused
on creating expressive visualizations for storytelling and art
purposes, it demonstrates one way to leverage the unique
strengths of using a digital pen for visualizing data. We aim
to provide more access to these affordances in ActiveInk.

Unique Affordances of Digital Pens
A recent study by Riche et al. [24] compiled and compared
activities of people with an analog pen and using mainstream
digital pen devices. They extracted a set of pen affordances,
several of which are unique to digital pens. A key affordance
of digital pens for working with visualizations is the accuracy
for direct pointing and dragging, providing the ability to
compose precise selections by sketching complex shapes on
top of visualizations, while reducing the occlusion caused by
touch. Digital pen systems have other capabilities beyond
analog pens, most notably the ability for the same pen to
perform different functions in quick succession.

Multiple affordances of an analog pen also appear to trans-
fer to a digital pen [24] such as externalizing thoughts and
capturing fleeting ideas. Research in human-computer in-
teraction studied and leveraged these phenomena, in partic-
ular, for making annotations during active reading of doc-
uments [19, 20, 31], taking notes [10], gathering informa-
tion [9, 35], generating ideas [17], and sharing ideas with
others [41]. However, we are not aware of works which
specifically focus on studying and supporting externaliza-
tion using a pen for data analysis and sensemaking scenarios.

Externalization in Visualization
Externalizing thoughts through annotations on content, tak-
ing notes, and drawing diagrams has multiple benefits when
engaging in long and complex tasks [13]. Externalizing thoughts
enables people to limit their working memory load [29], ar-
ticulate and reformulate thoughts which can lead to substan-
tial improvements in understanding and retention [21], or
share their thinking with peers to generate a shared object of
thoughts to support communication and decision-making [5].
Indeed, Kidd hints that the act of annotation itself creates
knowledge in the knowledge worker, which may be more
important to the process than the marks that remain on the
page [12].

These benefits are particularly relevant for visual analytics
and sensemaking activities. The sensemaking process is a
loop [23] involving phases of analysis and interpretation of
visualizations and documents to gain insights, and phases
of revisitation to compare and contrast these insights to
generate and investigate hypotheses. Externalizing thoughts
is critical to facilitate revisitation and keep track of insights
and hypotheses, especially over long periods of time.
Recent research started to study active reading of visual-

izations. Walny et al. [37] conducted a series of studies on
active reading with both printed and digital visualizations.
They demonstrated that active reading behaviors previously
observed on textual documents (e.g., underlining, writing
notes in margin) occurred when people interpreted visual-
izations, and that such behaviors transferred in the digital
world. While they did not consider complex sensemaking
activities involving multiple visualizations and documents,
their results suggest that inking with a pen on or around
visualizations is an activity that people naturally do when
working with visualizations (and given the ability to do so).
This work builds upon their findings and reveals externaliza-
tion strategies people employ during sensemaking activities
using a digital pen on interactive data visualizations.

3 ACTIVEINK
Our goal with ActiveInk is to empower people to think with
data. We aim at leveraging the digital pen to enable people
to interweave high-precision interactions performed on visu-
alizations and documents with externalizing their thoughts
during the exploration process, as they would do with a reg-
ular pen on documents and blank paper. In the following, we
define note as ink separated from data views, annotations as
ink on data views and actions as ink that changes the visual
appearance of data.
ActiveInk does not target expert data analysts as they

would likely require extensive computations, analytic func-
tions, and the ability to handle large amounts of data (better
supported by systems such as Vizdom [7]). Rather, we seek
to exemplify a more fluid sensemaking experience than what
exists today for knowledge workers and data enthusiasts. We
designed ActiveInk to primarily support thinking as people
make sense of their data. We describe below the general prin-
ciples that guided our design, and ActiveInk’s key interface
components.

Design Principles
We followed three driving principles to maximize oppor-
tunities for people to externalize thoughts while retaining
the ability to interact with visualizations, minimizing the
physical and cognitive costs of switching between the two.
D1. Support sensemaking through interaction with a set of

heterogeneous information.



While many visualization systems focus on interacting
with data visualizations, our goal is to support the broader ac-
tivity of sensemaking, integrating documents and images as
well. This activity involves extracting and cross-referencing
information from multiple sources. Thus, ActiveInk should
provide people with space to think [1], i.e., support viewing
multiple of these assets at once and enable individual spatial
organizations, where space can be given meaning.

D2. Use the digital pen for interacting with data and for
externalizing thoughts.
A pen is more precise than a finger and offers a more

natural interaction than a mouse for tasks such as drawing.
Composing a selection in a visualization often relates to
drawing as it involves the creation of complex arbitrary
shape enclosing a set of points while avoiding others. Having
the pen already in hand also maximizes the opportunities for
externalizing thoughts (annotation, note-taking). Thus, we
designed a set of pen actions to enable analysis. To reduce
the cost of switching between analysis and externalization,
we propose two interface strategies (Figure 2), which operate
on an infinite canvas:
(1) prefix: leveraging bi-manual interaction, in which people

use their non-dominant hand to select an action for the
pen they hold in their dominant hand; actions are directly
performed as the pen is used;

(2) postfix: the pen always lays ink on the screen; tapping
ink strokes a posteriori with a finger reveals a menu of
actions to perform on the data associated with that stroke.
Activated strokes remain on canvas, allowing to recall
and undo local actions at any time.
D3. Avoid requiring memorization of gestures.
Previous research on active reading and annotation has

shown that the form of annotations varies between individu-
als, and even across tasks within individuals. A circle in one
place may not serve the same annotative function as a circle
in another, though similar annotations in spatio-temporal
proximity often have the same intent [20]. Learning a col-
lection of gestures may be difficult and recalling them may

1 2 3 Prefix

Postfix

Figure 2: Different sequences of interactions to perform an
action such as paint on the data underlying the ink stroke.

disrupt the flow of annotation. Instead, we aim to provide
complete freedom of pen inking, and to support actions on
the ink strokes that people naturally make.

Unified Infinite Canvas
ActiveInk is built around a zoomable infinite canvas, on
which people can drop visualizations, documents, and im-
ages, which we collectively refer to as views, and rearrange
them. The ability to lay out the workspace, reorganize and
manipulate views was previously shown to be an important
component of active reading of visualizations [37].

Freeform inking is provided anywhere on the canvas and
on views alike. Ink on a view stays with the view when
moved. Interaction with the canvas and views uses two-
finger pinch to zoom. Single finger slide moves views or
pans the canvas.
To provide powerful analysis across visualizations, the

views imported into the ActiveInk canvas are tightly coupled.
Each view responds to operations such as filter or highlight
performed on the others. To maximize usability and mini-
mize the cognitive effort of tracking coordination, we chose
to coordinate all views of the data on the canvas. The data
is loaded from tabular data file formats such as CSV, and is
stored in-memory as a JSON data structure. In this first proto-
type we do not use a visualization toolkit, but rather rely on
a set of basic, common chart types implemented from scratch
in our environment for the sake of easy customization. Ac-
tiveInk currently supports binned histograms, scatterplots,
maps, and text documents. We selected this subset for the
diversity of data, interactions, and insights they can offer.
However, adding additional types of visualizations such as
line charts or density plots is straightforward.

Pen Actions
ActiveInk supports the set of operations on views illustrated
in Figure 3. The following scenario, illustrated in Figure 4,
describes the pen actions of ActiveInk and how one can use
these operations for sensemaking using the prefix strategy.
Emma is a data journalist writing a piece about the best

states in the U.S. to start a family. She has collected data about
each state, such as school quality, air pollution, and median
home price, as well as documents about this topic. She or-
ganizes the most interesting views in her canvas, moving
them with a finger and pinching them to resize. She anno-
tates salient insights with ink as she encounters them. For
example, she notes that the school quality index mostly cor-
relates with math scores in Grade 8. She uses cut to slice
the binned histogram of house prices, as the distribution is
skewed. Providing a healthy environment being critical, she
decides to remove all states that have higher air pollution
by switching to the remove pen and using it on dark
regions of the map. Data is removed from the entire canvas,
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and the scales in scatterplots and histograms are updated in
response.

Since school quality is an important factor to raise a child,
Emma opts to hide the lower quadrant of the scatterplot,
deemphasizing those states in all views. She then chooses
a blue color to highlight the higher portion of happiness
score. She notices that one of them, Vermont, pops up in the
document and thus reads the corresponding paragraph. To
identify all data about Vermont, she switches to a purple color
to paint and label it from the text. Since Emma wants
to have more details on house prices in Vermont, she uses
the copy instrument and lassos the interval containing
Vermont. She sees Vermont is in the lower range, concluding
that it is the place to be!

Prefix Interface: Switching between Types of Pen
The prefix interface offers the pen actions described above
as different types of instruments people can acquire with
the pen (Figure 3). This paradigm of different modes of in-
teraction is usually found in mainstream interfaces today,
although modes generally appear in a menu or ribbon po-
sitioned at the top. In contrast, ActiveInk presents it on
the non-dominant hand side of the workspace to afford bi-
manual Thumb+Pen interaction [22], in which a person taps
on modes with the thumb of one hand while using the pen in
the other hand. This design may lower the cost of interaction
for mode switching [3].
The ActiveInk prefix interface uses a paradigm familiar

to most people and provides a comprehensive view of all
actions at all times, which is important for non-expertss [30].
This paradigm is also efficient for accomplishing actions in
batches. However, people need to decide on mode before
performing actions, and interweaving different types of ac-
tivities may induce numerous mode switches. Forgetting to
switch modes may result in mistakes to undo later (e.g., peo-
ple want to rapidly jot down thoughts next to highlighted

points in a scatterplot but the pen highlights more points in-
stead). Action pens in prefix lay down dashed ink to mitigate
mode errors, and the interface includes buttons for global
undo and redo to correct mistakes. The clear pen is used
to clear all visual properties of data elements resulting from
prior interactions (highlight, paint, etc.), affording some level
of local undo.

Postfix Interface: Activating Ink Strokes
The postfix interface offers the pen actions described above
through an in-place menu invoked by tapping an ink stroke
(Figure 3, right). Activated ink strokes remain on canvas
and can be deactivated to undo the action. We hypothesized
that this design would stimulate externalizations as the pen
always lays down ink first without requiring to switch back
to this mode after interacting with the data.

We organized the actions in themenu along three semantic
axes, inspired by the design of the ZoomCatcher menu [39].
1 Visual saliency of data elements that one can increase
with Highlight and Paint , and decrease with Hide
and ultimately Remove .

2 Display data about the underlying elements with Label
displaying the name of data entities and their values

in histograms.
3 View manipulations that do neither affect the data nor
propagate to other views, including cut and copy .
Once the menu is invoked by tapping a stroke, one can pre-

view the effects of any action before executing it by sliding
their finger from the central ink action to any other menu
item. Lifting the finger triggers the action and fades out the
ink stroke to limit visual clutter. Note that actions that are
unavailable (e.g., due to no underlying data to highlight) are
greyed out. Erasing an activated (faded-out) stroke undoes
the action and reverts the stroke to a regular ink (that can po-
tentially be activated again, or fully erased). This mechanism
allows for local undo of actions during the exploration.
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The postfix interface uses a paradigm that is less famil-
iar to people, and certainly has a steeper learning curve, as
all actions are not visible at all times. Given the additional
cost of tapping after each ink stroke, this paradigm may
slow down actions performed in batches. However, it en-
ables the smooth interweaving of interactions with data and
ink externalizations without mode switch (e.g., paint a set
of points and hand write the reason for this action next to
them). Additionally, actions can be carried out at any time: an
underline, arrow, or circle made early during an initial read
of the data can later be activated by tapping, thus turning
externalizations into potential interaction locations. Since
activated strokes remain on the canvas, we also hypothe-
sized that they would provide additional benefits for analytic
provenance — assist people in recalling their process to gain
insights on the data. Finally, the postfix interface has fewer
tool icons, and thus is less cluttered.

Implementation
ActiveInk is built as a web-based application in JavaScript
and runs on a NodeJS server. The vector graphics canvas is
implemented using Paper.js [16] and the visualizations are
created with d3.js [4] and BubbleSets.js [6]. To best associate
ink strokes with data, ActiveInk tests for data item enclosure
or intersection. This allows for marks such as circles and
arrows to appropriately associate with the intended data.

4 QUALITATIVE STUDY
To gain insights on the externalization process during sense-
making using a digital pen, we conducted a qualitative ob-
servation study. We designed the procedure to investigate
the following research questions:

Q1. How do externalizations manifest during sensemaking
with digital inking?

Our first question is whether results fromWalny et al. [37]
will transfer to more complex tasks involving extracting
and comparing insights from multiple visualizations and
documents to make sense of the data.

Q2. How do externalizations manifest during sensemaking
with ActiveInk?

We seek to observe if and how annotation and note-taking
behaviors change when offered the possibility to interact
with the data to visually encode it (e.g., highlight). In partic-
ular, a key question is whether the cost of switching mode
between interaction with data (e.g., highlight, filter) and ink-
ing in prefix may discourage spontaneous externalization
of thinking. In contrast, while postfix may encourage such
externalization, it uses a less familiar interaction paradigm
where actions are not visible at all time, which may prove
more difficult to use.
Study material and screenshots of canvases created by

participants are available as supplemental material.



Study Design
We used a within-participants design as prior work on active-
reading [18, 20, 37] indicated that individual variabilitywould
be high given the diverse range of strategies for sensemaking
and behaviors for externalization. Thus, participants experi-
enced the following three interfaces in a single session.

Ink. The condition explored sensemaking using only digital
ink and touch. Participants could browse through a set of
views (visualizations and documents), adding and organizing
them in the workspace with touch. To inspect underlying
data, participants could tap and hold with a finger on a vi-
sual element to display its label and data values in all views.
Inking was available anywhere on the canvas, including on
views. This condition served as our baseline, enabling us
to build knowledge on active reading and externalization
behaviors without any analytic functions linked to pen in-
teractions.

ActiveInk Prefix and Postfix. In the second and third condi-
tions, participants used ActiveInk with prefix and postfix
interfaces, as described above. Inking and touch capabilities
were also provided as in the ink condition. As we hypothe-
sized an order effect (due to fatigue or learning), we coun-
terbalanced the presentation order of these two conditions.
Participants also had to complete different scenarios in each
of these two conditions. Assignment between a scenario and
a condition was counterbalanced across participants in or-
der to avoid observing an effect of the dataset instead of
observing an effect of the ink condition.

Participants
We recruited 8 participants (2 females, 6 males; 7 in 30s and
1 in 20s) from a large software company (over 60000 employ-
ees), screening them to cover different age ranges, genders,
and roles (team managers, administrative assistants, develop-
ers, data scientists, researchers). We screened participants for
at least one year of experience with a pen-enabled device and
recent experience reading and creating simple charts from
data. Only P5 reported data analysis is not part of his/her
job. We piloted the study with 2 people to streamline the
training and fix minor usability issues.

Method
We used a Microsoft Surface Studio, a 28" screen with a reso-
lution of 4500×3000 pixels, supporting multitouch and pen
input. Participants were encouraged to adjust the orientation
and incline of the device for comfortable pen and touch inter-
actions. The study was held in a quiet room; experimenters
observed live, from behind a space divider, using a camera.

Data and Task. As our goal was to observe externalization
during sensemaking, we designed high-level tasks involving

browsing through a set of views, making hypotheses, and
investigating queries to understand the data. We prepared 3
similar analytic scenarios based on identifying a subset of
states in the U.S. In the ink condition, participants searched
for states where tobacco and alcohol use was correlated to
accidents and overdoses. In the prefix and postfix conditions
we counterbalanced across two scenarios: identifying the
best and worst states to retire, or start a new job and raise a
family. A different multivariate dataset was provided for each
scenario, containing factors such as nursing home quality
(retirement) and home prices (new job). Examples appear
in Figures 1 and 4. Participants were instructed to imagine
they were conducting research to write an article about their
findings, and should create a canvas that would enable them
to recall these findings in several weeks. To limit the duration
of the session, we selected a subset of visualizations and
documents (9 histograms, 9 scatterplots, 3 documents, and 3
maps) for each exploration task.

Procedure. An experimenter first instructed participants to
sign a consent form and fill out a demographics questionnaire.
The study was structured in three phases, one per condition.
For each condition, the experimenter briefly described the
interface and dataset at the start of the training. To cover the
interaction mechanics, the experimenter instructed partici-
pants to perform each action available in the interface (pen
and touch), explaining the interaction and resulting effects,
and informing participants of efficient interaction techniques
if needed (e.g., bi-manual interactions). This training lasted
about 10 minutes. Since ActiveInk features a large number
of actions, these conditions included an additional 5 minute
practice task, in which participants completed a brief analy-
sis task while asking questions and receiving experimenter
guidance as needed.
After training, participants completed the main data ex-

ploration task for a maximum of 15 minutes. After each task,
participants completed a questionnaire and had a brief inter-
view with the experimenter about their likes, dislikes, and
wishes. Participants were instructed to take a 5 minute break
after the second condition. After experiencing all conditions,
participants answered a preference questionnaire and ver-
bally explained the advantages and drawbacks of each tech-
nique. The entire experiment lasted two hours. Participants
received a $150 gift card as compensation.

Data Collection. We logged pen interactions, and used a
screen video capture and video-audio recordings. At least
two experimenters were present for each session: one person
interacted with the participant while the other took notes.
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Figure 5: Inking and action sequences per participant across conditions. Each block reflects a 15 minute analysis task. Partici-
pants carried out themost annotations in the ink condition, followed by postfix. Themost common operations were highlight,
paint, and label, which provide details on the data. Split bars in postfix indicate ink strokes used for multiple actions. Note
that P8-postfix logs were not saved due to a technical error.

Results
Figure 5 depicts the interactions of each participant over the
course of each exploration task. All canvases created in the
study are in supplemental material.

Ink. In the first condition, six participants used inking ex-
tensively for making sense of data (Figure 5). The largest
portion of ink across participants are notes separated from
data (78.0% of strokes), as opposed to direct annotations on
views (22.0%). Participants exhibited different behaviors: P1
and P5 laid down most ink, however, P1 made both notes
and annotations while P5 only took notes. While P4 and P8
did not ink as much as others, their ink mostly consisted of
annotations.
Figure 6 depicts externalizations in the ink-only condi-

tion. It is interesting to note that two participants (P1,P4
in Figure 6) used inking to coordinate multiple subsets of
data permanently on the canvas. These behaviors correspond
to the paint, highlight, and label actions of ActiveInk. We
also observed the depiction of hypotheses about the data
(e.g., drawing a correlation line) and externalized queries
(e.g., drawing a threshold). Both of these annotations are
illustrated in Figure 6-P1.
Most of the notes on the canvas were phrases summa-

rizing findings, hypotheses, or describing the sensemaking
process itself. However, we also saw instances of pictorial
representations such as arrows (6 participants), or lines on
the canvas to divide the workspace into regions (P3, P5). We
also observed participants visually link a pictorial annota-
tion in a visualization to a separate handwritten note. For
example, P1 drew a box in red around the word “threshold”
referencing the line sketched with the same pen in both
scatterplots (Figure 6-P1). Other participants (P1, P2, P6, P7)
used different colors, visually connecting notes to relevant
annotations.
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Figure 6: Examples of participants’ externalizations dur-
ing sensemaking with ink. P1 used color to connect notes
and annotations, while P4 drew lines to connect data items
across views.

Externalizations with ActiveInk. In contrast to the ink-only
condition, the amount of regular ink in both ActiveInk con-
ditions decreased, with fewer annotations. The prevalence
of notes did not decrease as much: 8% lower in prefix and
slightly higher in postfix. The total number of annotation +
action strokes was consistently between 19–26% across all
conditions. This may indicate that actions serve the role of
some annotations in ActiveInk.
While there were fewer annotations than in the ink con-

dition, we noted several interesting types of annotations
created after operating on the data: (1) depicting how views



Figure 7: Examples of participants’ externalizations during sensemaking with ActiveInk, including batch highlighting with
prefix on the left, and interwoven actions and note-taking with colors using postfix on the right.

relate after applying cut or copy (e.g., copying a subset of a
view), (2) depicting insights (e.g., correlation between two
data dimensions), (3) identifying data of interest (e.g., cir-
cling), and (4) characterizing data of interest (e.g., good vs.
bad candidates). In the ink condition, we saw annotations
to connect specific data points across multiple views. We
did not observe this type of annotation with ActiveInk since
actions such as highlight and paint fulfilled this role.

The ink stroke log analysis (Table 1) indicates that postfix
encourages more annotation than prefix. In observing the use
of prefix, we saw that participants chose a pen and repeatedly
made short strokes on items one by one, whereas with postfix
they more commonly used enclosures to select groups of
items, then activated the ink.

The most frequent action performed across both ActiveInk
conditions was highlight (187), followed by label (55), paint
(50), filter (30), cut (6), copy (3), hide (3), and remove (2).
Video analysis shows that cut and remove were primarily
used on skewed distributions and outliers in scatterplots
and histograms. In the prefix condition, the clear function
was used to remove actions 47 times, and undo was used 39
times. Undo and clear were not provided in postfix as ink
actions were locally reversible at all times. All participants
commented that ActiveInk analytic functions on data were
useful in contrast to the ink condition.
While a higher fraction of strokes were used for note-

taking in postfix, the note-taking behavior was consistent in

Stroke Type Ink prefix postfix

Notes 1082 78.0% 983 70.1% 783 80.2%
Annotations 305 22.0% 59 4.2% 98 10.1%
Actions 0 314 22.4% 89 9.1%
Errors 0 46 3.3% 6 0.6%
Total 1387 100% 1402 100% 976 100%

Table 1: Ink stroke analysis. Errors are data action on
empty canvas.

both ActiveInk conditions. For example, P7 wrote hypothe-
ses on top of the canvas, interacted with data visualizations
to investigate them, and wrote answers next to original notes
in both conditions. Similar to the ink condition, participants
created colored legends (e.g., Figure 7-P2) in both ActiveInk
conditions. Overall, we observed meaning assigned to color
in 75% of all exploration tasks across participants and condi-
tions. We observed that participants generally followed one
or more of these strategies: 1) write the data dimension name
or value, 2) use the same color to mark the data subset, and 3)
use a pictorial representation (e.g., underline, check mark) to
connect notes in one place to data in different visualizations.

Sensemaking strategies with ActiveInk. We observed two dif-
ferent strategies that reflect advantages of each interface
(Figure 7). P2 (Figure 7-P2) seamlessly interweaved paint
action on data item, and in-place annotation with the same
color to create a pictorial legend about this data and value.
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Figure 8: Advanced actions added to ActiveInk, informed by results of our qualitative study.

He sketched glyphs such as check marks and thumbs up to
indicate positive aspects, and sad faces and thumbs down to
indicate negative aspects. This strategy worked well with
postfix as the pen “automatically” switched to ink after per-
forming an action on the data. In contrast, P6’s strategy was
to do actions in batches (Figure 7-P6). Using the ink pen,
P6 first handwrote a legend to associate certain data values
to positives and negatives, then switched to the highlight
pen to perform highlights in batches, only switching colors.
This strategy worked well with prefix, as it did not require
tapping strokes, but rather pick a single type of pen to apply
successive strokes on the views.
We observed differences between participants but each

followed a personal sensemaking strategy, generally remain-
ing consistent across conditions (Figure 5). For example, P1
used inking extensively in the first condition and continued
to take more notes than others in prefix and postfix while
most of the annotations were replaced by pen actions. In
contrast, P4 mostly relied on annotations in ink condition,
which were replaced by pen actions (mostly highlight) in
ActiveInk.

Most participants (6/8) attempted to lay out visualizations
and documents on the canvas so they were all in view with-
out requiring zooming or panning. P7 made use of the larger
surface, storing handwritten notes on hypotheses and re-
sults out of screen. Two participants used a lower corner to
place temporary visualizations. P8 used the histograms as
one would use dynamic queries in conventional coordinated
view interfaces, as a way to filter the data according to differ-
ent attributes. P8 is also the only one who leveraged multiple
tabs to segment the workspace by different questions inves-
tigated (e.g., one canvas for identifying the best states where
to retire, another for the worst ones).

Ratings and Preferences. Participants praised the quality of
both interfaces. For example, P1 said “I really like it, it’s the
optimal for this type of task really.” (referring to the general
principle of ActiveInk, independently of prefix or postfix).

Note that while our questionnaire did not have an option
to rate as equal, three participants verbally indicated that
they did not have a clear favorite. Overall, six participants
preferred prefix and two preferred postfix. In prefix, six par-
ticipants used bimanual interaction, five of whom preferred
prefix over postfix overall.

Results of the subjective experience questionnaire admin-
istered after each condition revealed similar ratings for all
conditions, although postfix rated slightly higher than prefix
on most measures. Most (6/8 in prefix and 8/8 in postfix)
felt efficient with ActiveInk. Participants made more notes
and annotations with postfix, while with prefix, they carried
out more actions. In prefix, at least 3.3% were mode errors
(actions on the canvas) (Table 1). Although, note that we
could not detect mode errors resulting from accidental ink-
ing. Four participants specifically mentioned mode errors as
frustrating, e.g., P3: “I keep just forgetting which one I’m in,”
P7: “When I was highlighting and wanted to go back to my
notes I forgot to click here.”
In postfix, the menu was activated without previewing

or applying any action 6 times, which we also counted as
errors. We also observed three participants experiencing
usability issues with the postfix menu. In particular, P1 said:
“I would like something faster, like tap and choose rather than
tap, wait for animation, and drag to choose.” While dragging
on the menu was intended to preview action results before
executing them, these previews were not frequently used
(only six instances from three participants). Several requested
to see all available actions at once. This may be especially
important during the learning period as participants are not
familiar with the semantics of the actions available and thus
do not fully comprehend their organization in the menu.

Wishes. Three participants mentioned the potential of a hy-
brid interface, integrating the best of both approaches. P3
said, “Can you make something where some people can choose
the tool first and other people can select things and change
them?" while P9 suggested using physical buttons on the



pen to activate the most common actions. P5 suggested the
ability to see the underlying data in a table, and to be able to
change data values directly in the interface. P8 commented
on the need for transient pen highlights “I would like to drag
my ink across the thing and ‘boom’ things light up.” In addi-
tion to local undo provided by erasing an activated ink in
postfix, P2 and P6 suggested a global undo button would also
be helpful. P2 and P6 also suggested functions to align or
snap views together for neater canvases. Finally, both P1 and
P5 suggested sketching dividing lines on the canvas to create
different sets of coordinated views (in addition to different
tabs).

Summary and Discussion
Our results suggest that the results of Walny et al. on ac-
tive reading of one visualization [37] transfer to sensemak-
ing tasks involving multiple visualizations and documents.
When ink actions are available, people favor visuallymarking
the data using actions rather than annotating with regular
ink, though note-taking was present in all conditions. We ob-
served that several annotations were used to add information
not built into the action tools (e.g., sketched glyphs, semantic
use of color). Annotations were reused by all participants in
describing their findings and strategies to the experimenter,
though we did not specifically test for the benefit of inking
for recall. While we believe there are sensemaking benefits
resulting from the low cost of externalizing thoughts with
digital inking, more investigation is needed to check whether
this behavior also happens in conventional systems using
mouse and keyboards.
Most participants used notes, physically separated from

the data, to record their questions and hypotheses, and ev-
idence to confirm or reject them. Participants linked their
handwritten notes to data by either rewriting the data dimen-
sion name or value, using the same ink color as used for data
highlights, or using a pictorial representation (e.g., a check
mark, an arrow). These techniques reflect the creation of
ad-hoc visual indices to connect and cross-reference related
information from different sources. This manual and itera-
tive process may explain why most participants attempted
to keep everything in one view, and suggests the need to
better support management of large canvases or multiple
pages of information.

Implications for Design
As evidenced by the ink stroke analysis, the prefix and postfix
interfaces lead to different behaviors: prefix supported rapid
sequential actions, while postfix better integrated with anno-
tation and note-taking. This implies a better solution would
be to support both paradigms. Thus, we created a hybrid
version which offers the same set of pens available in the
prefix interface, as well as the ability to activate strokes laid

down with the ink pen and marker using the postfix activa-
tion menu. As before, activated ink strokes remain on the
canvas, constituting a visual trace of the action performed,
and a means to undo the action later on.

The observations wemade about note-taking during sense-
making with ActiveInk prompted us to add a 4th design
principle:

D4. Make externalizations useful.
We observed that, as people explore data, they took notes

separated from the data visualizations or documents to cap-
ture their hypotheses or summarize their findings. These ink
strokes contained explicit references to data dimensions or
values through textual content, color, or associated shape to
enable cross-referencing insights in multiple sources (notes,
data visualizations, and documents). ActiveInk should lever-
age these externalizations for further analysis.

Advanced Actions to Support Sensemaking
The result of our qualitative study informed a set of 6 new
functions depicted in Figure 8, inspired by our observations
and comments from our participants.

Compute statistics: Sketching hypotheses about statistical
properties of the data directly on the visualization is com-
mon (e.g., sketching a correlation line in a scatterplot). While
laying ink is a mean to quickly mark potentially important
insights discovered serendipitously while exploring the data,
getting back to these and assessing their correctness is im-
portant when drawing conclusions about the data. For this
reason, we added the ability to compute such statistics by
tapping on a stroke and selecting the statistics action (i.e.,
adding a new options in the postfix menu). Note that Ac-
tiveInk currently supports computing a correlation line in
scatterplots and averaging the values of a set of data items
in histograms as we mostly observed these behaviors in the
study.

Interactive legends: We also observed participants attempt-
ing to draw on the map legend (and sometimes tap it with a
finger). We incorporated the ability to sketch on the legend
to perform actions (highlight, paint, label, hide, etc.) on the
corresponding data elements.
Ink lenses: Study participants surfaced the need for tran-

sient and interactive pen interactions akin to brushing in
conventional data visualization systems.We added the ability
to create and activate any set of strokes on empty canvas with
functions such as highlight or paint. Moving these activated
strokes with a finger over views immediately performs the
corresponding action on the underlying data, effective acting
as lenses on the data [36] and acting as dynamic queries [34]
when activated with filtering.

Recognizing ink content: Since we saw many references to
data dimensions and values in the notes participants took, we
added handwriting recognition to ActiveInk. This capability



turns handwritten notes into content coordinated with the
views. In particular, ActiveInk now offers the ability to tap
a written word and perform an action on related data. This
capability is inspired from the behavior we saw participants
exhibit when referring to data dimensions or values in their
notes to connect them to the data. For example, one would
observe states with low unemployement, identifyng Texas
and California. Highlighting Texas to further investigate its
values along other dimensions, they would make a note to
get back to California later. ActiveInk facilitates this process
as one would simply tap the written word California, select
paint from the postfix menu and see the corresponding data
items in visualizations and text using the same ink color.
Note that handwriting recognition is performed with the MS
Ink Analysis API [33].

Search similar ink shapes: Since we observed people draw
the same glyph on different views, we added the ability to
search for similar sets of strokes making up a glyph. When a
search is triggered on a glyph, ActiveInk retrieves similar sets
of strokes and brings them, and their underlying content,
close to the location of the search action. This facilitates
cross-referencing and may prove useful for a large canvas.
Strokes are associated with glyphs using a spatiotemporal
distance function and threshold, while glyphs are associated
with each other using the $N-recognizer [2].

Show and edit underlying data: Participants requested the
ability to see the underlying data table for a subset of data,
and one participant suggested she would like to edit the
data directly. We added the show data action to reveal the
underlying data table for items associated with a pen stroke.
When writing numbers in the table, the written values are
recognized and the corresponding data items are updated
across all views.

5 CONCLUSION AND FUTUREWORK
ActiveInk represents a foray into active reading applications
for heterogeneous data including visualizations, maps, and
documents. It blends the operations of externalizing thoughts
with analytic actions in a seamless combination of functions
to be carried out with digital pen+touch. The hybrid inter-
face of ActiveInk integrates two ways of working with pen
actions, which our study revealed to be complementary for
sensemaking activities. Prefix inking is useful for batch oper-
ations, while postfix ink activation is useful for interleaving
multiple actions with externalizing thoughts.

This work offers several opportunities for extension. The
ink recognition systemwe used does not distinguish between
classes of marks, such as enclosures, underlines, and arrows.
Our data selection model associates marks with any data
items enclosed or intersected by an ink stroke. Distinguishing
types of mark could be interesting to implement a finer ink-
data association strategy.

ActiveInk was made to demonstrate the possibilities of
thinking with ink, but does not scale to a large number of
views or with very large volumes of data. Addressing scala-
bility issues requires further development, and implementing
the ability to save, recall, and share analysis canvases. It also
implies adding support for a wider diversity of charts, which
could be achieved by moving to, e.g., Vega-lite [28].
To better understand the impact of ActiveInk on sense-

making and externalization, including any potential effects
on the depth and quality of insights, we would like to run a
longitudinal study in which participants analyze their own
data using the hybrid interface. We suspect performance
may improve with long-term use, and sensemaking strate-
gies may change as people feel more engaged with their
data. Furthermore, it would be interesting to study the use of
ActiveInk in collaborative synchronous and asynchronous
sensemaking scenarios.
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